
     
 

 
Press release          Denmark, 6 August 2015 
 
 
Micro Matic A/S acquires ELOGIC A/S from KK Group A/S 
 
Micro Matic A/S has acquired manufacturer of electrical boards ELOGIC A/S, 
providing a number of  positive synergies with primarily Triax Systems. 
 
ELOGIC A/S, which develops, produces and services electrical boards, has 
been acquired by Micro Matic A/S. With a history reaching back more than 40 
years, ELOGIC A/S until now has been owned by KK Group.  
 
 - Including ELOGIC in Micro Matic’s family of companies has been an attractive 
opportunity. ELOGIC is a solid, Danish company which a strong leadership and 
many skilled employees. It complements us in a number of the areas in which 
we already operate, and apart from the continued development of ELOGIC, we 
see a number of obvious synergies, particularly in relation to Triax Systems, but 
also regarding Senmatic. As such, we see an exciting potential in ELOGIC, and 
we look forward to exploring this, says CEO Søren Vilby, Micro Matic A/S.  
 
Until now, ELOGIC has been part of the KK Group, where management sees 
the change in ownership as a natural next step in ELOGIC’s development. The 
sale also allows KK Group to intensify its strategic focus on delivering solutions 
for the wind industry.  
 
- ELOGIC has experienced a continuously strong development. It has been ex-
citing to play a part in the changes that have taken place, not least since the 
name change and merger of Demex, DLK and Circuit Electric into ELOGIC in 
2007. To create the best opportunities for continued growth and development in 
ELOGIC, we see the change in ownership as the ideal solution, with fresh per-
spectives and new ideas strengthening the company. At the same time, ELOGIC 
now becomes part of a conglomerate in which a number of synergies  can be 
achieved, says Tommy G. Jespersen, CEO i KK Group A/S.  
 
The management team in ELOGIC will continue unchanged. The company has 
28 employees at its headquarters in Løsning, Denmark, an efficient production 
setup in Szczecin, Poland and a transport and logistics department ensuring 
deliveries across Europe. In total, ELOGIC employs 158 people. 
 
 
For additional information, please contact:  
 
CEO, KK Group A/S, Tommy G. Jespersen, phone +45 30 71 37 80 
CEO, Micro Matic A/S, Søren Vilby, phone + 45 20 80 11 18 
 



     
 

 
About ELOGIC A/S 
ELOGIC is among the leading Danish manufacturers of electrical boards. 
ELOGIC has more than 40 years of experience in developing, producing, in-
stalling and servicing electrical boards. Headquartered in Løsning, Denmark, the 
company’s production facilities are located in Szczecin, Poland.  
 
About KK Group A/S 
KK Group includes all activities in KK Wind Solutions and until now ELOGIC 
A/S. KK Wind Solutions, headquartered in Ikast, Denmark, has more than 35 
years of experience in electrical systems for wind turbines, and has delivered 
control systems for 60 % of the world’s installed offshore wind power capacity. 
The group has more than 800 employees in China, the USA, Korea, Germany, 
Poland and Denmark and an annual revenue of DKK 1.1 bn. See 
www.kkwindsolutions.com for additional information.  
 
About Micro Matic A/S 
Micro Matic A/S is the parent company for a conglomerate with a combined rev-
enue of DKK 2.5 bn and approx. 2,200 employees, with 1,100 employed outside 
Denmark. The group’s products are manufactured in Denmark, the USA, China, 
the UK, Lithuania, France, Germany and Mexico. The group also includes a 
number of sales companies, bringing the number of business units to 34 in 20 
countries. A local presence and longstanding collaboration with a network of 
business connections enables Micro Matic A/S to cover almost all parts of the 
world. See www.micro-matic.com for additional information.  
 
  


